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Principal Features of the Bill 
1. In Title I there is provision for specific funding for 
the State Humanities program, in accord with the funding levels 
applicable to the State Arts program. There is provision for more 
State involvement in the Humanities program than at present. 
Several options are provided so that States may have the 
opportunity of carrying out programs appropriate to their individual 
needs. 
2. Title II provides added support for the nation's 
museums in funding areas which museum leaders have repeatedly 
testified are of particular importance. 
3. Title III contains an Arts Challenge Program aimed at 
generating up to $3 non-federal dollars for every federal dollar 
invested, and aimed at improving long~range planning and 
development of arts organizations, so that they may have the 
opportunity of maximum growth and benefit to their communities. 
4. Title IV authorizes the National Endowment for the Arts, 
with its considerable resources and experience, to develop 
demonstration programs in arts education. The title envisages 
programs on a pilot basis which would focus on the types of 
arts education which could prove best and most effective for 
the future. 
5. Title V, Part A, provides for the establishment of a 
Humanities Challenge Program, parallel in funding provisions to 
those of Title III for the Arts, and focusing attention on the 
goals and priorities relevant to the period between the present 
and the 200th anniver~ary of the Constitution of the United 
States in 1989. Part B of Title V provides for a Bicentennial 
Photography and Film Project aimed at producing a comprehensive 
survey of the United States, and to be carried out primarily 
by the States themselves. Reference is made in this title to 
the highly-praised photographic survey of the nation undertaken 
under government auspices almost 40 years ago. 
6. The legislation also makes the appointment by the 
President of the members of the National Council on the Arts 
and the National Council on the Humanities, the two key 
advisory bodies of the two Endowments (Arts and Humanities), 
subject to the advice and consent of the Senate. In addition, 
the bill applies the same fair labor practices applicable 
to the Arts program since its establishment to the activities 
of the Humanities Endowment where appropriate. 
LEGISLATIVE CONSIDERATION 
The Special Subcommittee on Arts and Humanities of the 
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare held joint hearings 
on s. 1800, s. 1809, H.R. 7126, and related legislation with 
the Select Subcommittee on Education of the House Committee 
on Education and Labor on November 12, 13 and 14, 1975. 
With regard to provisions to assist the nation's museums, 
it should be pointed out that in addition to the above-
mentioned hearings comprehensive hearings on museum needs 
were held by the Senate Subcommittee in 1973 and by the House 
Subcommittee beginning at a similar time and extending more 
recently to regional hearings held in 1975. Traditionally 
the two Subcommittees have worked in close cooperation and 
have shared together an extensive body of material and 
information. 
Senate heari~s before the Subconmittee were also held 
on April 9, 1976 to consider proposals for programs which 
would relate, in pa:bt:licular, to the nation's goals and priorities 
during the period between the 200th anniversary of the Declaration 




The Committee amended the legislation reported by the 
Subcommittee in the following manner -- · 
(a) It provided that the Arts Endowment may support 
American arts activities abroad but only if the primary purpose 
of such support is to further support the art~ in the United 
States. 
(b) It reduced from fifteen to nine the number of members 
for the Board of the National Institute for the Improvement of 
Museum Services established in Title II. The nine members 
include: The Chairman of the National Council on the Arts 
and two of its members designated by such Chairman; the Chairman 
of the National Council on the Humanities and two of its 
members designated by such chairman; and three members appointed 
by the President, with the advice and consent of the Senate, 
who are not members of either Council. 
(c) It provided that, with respect to th~ Arts Challenge 
Program, established by Title III, up to twenty per cent of the 
funding could be utilized without adherence to the matching 
provisions of this title for especially worthy projects which 
otherwise could not be initiated. This is in accord with the 
conditions set forth in section 504 of the legislation. 
(d) It provided an additional option for States under the 
State Humanities program established in Title I. This option 
allows for the support of existing State Humanities Committees 
provided they meet the requirements of State law, establish 
appropriate grievance procedures to answer possible complaints, 
and comply with certain other criteria including broad repre-
~ sentation of membership and appropriate accountability. 




as an origi 
Cosponsors 
The Cormd.ttee wishe 
bill. 
to note tha the bill is reported 
On May 21, 1975, S 1800 was i educed by the Chairman 
of the Subc nmrl..ttee with the co ponsorship o Senator Javits 0 This 
bill contai ed comprehensive pr visions for he reauthorization of the 
Arts and H •ties program. I also contai d in Part B of its Title 
II the 11Art and Artifacts Ind ·ty Acto" cause of exigeIX!ies 
relating to this part, it was considered se arately, passed by the }-
Senate, subsequently by the Ho se, and it crune Public Law · De oomber ,../'" 20 
1975 0 In its separate Senate and subseque consideration by the ') ~). Se~Pess,., the parent munber S. 1800 was used Lacking an appr priate 
specific number for the comprehensive legislat on involved, 
the Subcommittee developed an original bill arrl this) as ame ed by the 
Commi tte/ is reported. 
Were there an opportunity for co-sponsors oli t · s 
' ) reported legislation, the Committee notes 
expressed a desire to so join~ Sena.tors Javits, Williams 
Nelson, Mondale, Eagleton, Hathaway, Taft and Staffordo 
The Comnittee wishes also to note the lo arrl close 
association of Sena.tors Pell arrl Javits in the develo ent of bi-partisan 
support for the Arts arrl Humanities program, and with espect to the 
program's growth and beneficial results. 
'• 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
The National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities was 
established in 1965 by Public Law 89-209. The original Act, 
the first of its kind in our nation's history, was thereafter 
amended in 1967 by Public Law 90-348; in 1970 by Public Law 
91-346; and in 1973 by Public Law 93-133. The 1965 legislation 
created the National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities and 
its two cooperating entities, the National Endowment for the 
Arts and the National Endowment for the Humanities. The 
Endowments have Presidentially appointed Chairmen and Councils 
to oversee the awarding of grants, some of them matching, 
which the two Endowments are authorized to make. The National 
Endowment for the Arts and the National Endowment for the 
-Humanities have joint administrative staff who report to both 
Chairmen. 
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS 
The Committee is particularly gratified by the Arts 
Endowment's overall program which brings quality in the arts 
to an ever increasing number of Americans--regardless of their 
geographical location, or economic circumstances. 
The Errlowment as Catalyst 
THI!;: El'W011!~Qll;NT A s ct. TP. LYST 
The Committee believes that the Arts Endowment is 
continuing to fulfill its important role as a catalyst in 
the development of the arts. It applauds the wisdom of 
assisting existing organizations to enhance their activities 
while at the same time exerting leadership in the development 
of new organizations. The Committee cites as examples the 
more than 50 resident professional theaters and 60 resident 
professional dance companies now in operation. In the ten-year 
span of the Endowment's life, these groups have dramatically 
increased. Ten years ago, the number of resident theater 
groups was 15 and the number of dance companies only ten. 
During the past three years, the two groups have almost 
doubled in numbers, showing an increasing momentum. The 
Committee is mindful of the Endowments constructive programs 
to assist our nation's orchestras and opera companies, and 
individual artists in all fields of endeavor; and it looks 
forward to a continuing growth of the arts, so that their benefits 
can reach all parts of our country. 
Regional efforts 
The Committee has urged the development of regional 
arts activities involving state cooperation and notes that 
there are at present seven regional coordinators assisting 
many states in undertaking projects on a intercooperative 
t~ 
basis through such regional organizations as~ Western 
State Arts Foundation, the Upper Mid-West Regional Arts 
Council, the Mid-America Arts Alliance, and the Southern 
Federation of State Arts Agencies. Funding for these organ-
izations has more than doubled, from $806,617 in fiscal year 
1974 to $1,374,ooo in fiscal year 1976. 
Public media 
The Committee is pleased to report since fiscal year 
1974, when the latest previous reauthorization occurred, the 
Arts Endowment has funded seven series for public television 
broadcasting:~egirr£pg this ¥C w1 Dance in America; Drama by 
American Authors; Live Performances at Lincoln Center; Women 
Artists (pending National Council approval); and three American 
Film Series on Immigrant Film Directors, Blacks in American 
Film and American Indians in Film. 
continued --
~ State arts agencies 
The testimony received by the Committee focused on the 
encouraging growth in the support, scope and quality of State 
arts agencies created under section 5 of the Act. 
The increase in the minimum grant to over $200,000 for 
each State has had beneficial results. State art agencies have 
become leaders in providing a wide variety of programs to 





When the Endowment began its assistance to the States 
ten years ago, State funding for the arts was approximately $4 
million per year in total. Today's total exceeds $60 million. 
The Committee places great significance on this 15-fold 
increase. It demonstFates that the States are giving growing 
priorities to the arts and that there is substantial and growing 
grass-roots support for them, in keeping with findings, which 
were reported in the hearings, of Louis Harris, the well-
known poll taker and Chairman of the Associated Councils of 
the Arts. Mr. Harris has emphasized that the American people 
in the years ahead will be searching for "a quality of 
experience to fit the quality of life." In this search, he 
has pointed out, "the arts are central." 
Financial Needs 
The Committee received comprehensive testimony from the 
National Committee for Cultural Resources regarding the financial 
needs of the non-profit arts in the United States. Based on 
extensive research, this Committee recommends that "Federal 
aid should provide an average of no less than 10 per cent 
annually of the funds needed by the arts organizations of the 
nation." Based on this assessment, this Committee urged that 
a minimum of $225 million be authorized -- and appropriated --~ 
1) 
f; . 
to meet most pressing needs. , The Labor and Public Welfare 
~ 
Committee carefully considered this recommendation. It 
believes that there are many unmet needs in the arts. It 
recogniz~ that inflation plus recession have placed often 
critical limitations on the development of our cultural 
resources, at the very time when our people are placing 
increasing demands on these resources to benefit the quality of 
their lives. It recognizes that the arts, and the manifold 
related businesses with which they are involved from 
tourism, to the vast assortment of art supplies and 
suppliers, to the c~nstruction or improvement of art facilities 
which frequently serve as focal points for community growth 
and the attraction of industry -- have a highly important 
economic impact. It recognizes that the arts are labor 
intensive -- that when a major orchestra performs, for example, 
100 individual musicians, 100 jobs, are involved. It also 
recognizes the present appropriateness of the ten percent 
figure. The Committee continues to believe that the Federal 
role should never be dominant and that the federal investment 
should constantly be used to stimulate non-federal assistance. 
While the authorized amounts are well below those recommended 
to the Committee -- and also well below those adopted by 
the Senate in 1973 -- the Committee believes they are in 
keeping with the necessity for fiscal restraint and that they 
-;_ 
offer an opportunity for future needed growth. 
?) 
Additional Research 
The Cornmittee notes favorably that the Arts 
E:rrlowment has increased its capability to research needs 
in the arts. In this regard,, the Committee wishes 
especially to emphasize that its requested study of 
theater needs,, including the conmercial theater as it 
relates to rx>n-profit theater activities and as general 
needs relate to the entire development of this important 
art fonn,, is long overdue. The Committee expects a 
thorough report on this matter within the next year 0 
5) 
Historic Preservation 
The Com ttee conrnends the Arts Errl.owment for the 
initiatives it has taken in projects which are of abidi!l?; value 
to our nation, arrl recalls in its report on the last previous 
reauthorization legislation redommerrlil'l?; that the mil: Endowment 
only support projects of such value arrl qualitV in particular 
refereme to the Bicentennial o In this regard, the CoJl!11ittee 
encourages the Endowment to place an iJIEBfMll'ia'sfPr an important 
emphasis on projects related to the preservation and enhancement 
of our country 1 s historic houses am landmarks, so that, in accord 
with the DeJ:laration of Purpose of the initial enabling legislation 
-we may achieve 11 a better understarrling of the past 0 11 
-,_ 
N\TIONAL ENDOWMENI' FOR THE HUMANITIES 
National Elrlo~nt for the Hwrumities-
The Cor.rnittee is pleased to acknowledge accomplishments 
of the Errlowl!Bnt during the past three years sin::e rea~thorization .. 
1 0 The Endow!IE nt 1 s Research Di vision is described cy- the 
Endowment Chairman as "the smallest of its programs supporting the 
,-u&'•lncl-
works of scholarship which, although they Eleietttia to the rerefit of 
the nation as a whole, can only enploy the mi.ms of a few 0 11 In a 
Bicentennial prograin to reach a wider audience, this Division is 
supporti~ the preparation of spe :ti.al histories of each State in 
the Union, ''written for the general reader by distinguished ·writers .n 
2 o The Division of Education has embarked on a series 
of experirr.errtal grants to in::lude major metropolitan museums and libraries 
as focal points for year-lo~ educational programs for urban populationso 
3 0 The Division of Fellowships traditionally serves to 
') 
enharee the Coplpetence of scholars airl teachers in the humanities o 
It has recerrtly broadered its program to in::lude jourmlists, lawyers~ 
100dical practitiorers arrl. public administrators, so that they rn:ly have 
a greater awareness of the values of the humanities 0 
4o The Endowrrent has helped to support Public 
Televisions, 11The Adams Chrorni:cles ," the widely accl.aimed saga· of the 
Adaw.s family; and it has assisted in fun::lir:g :lriie' such major 
exhibitions as the display of Irrpressionist paintings from the Soviet 
Uni.on at the National Gallery, the Tapestry Masterpieces eafuibition 
at New York's Metropolitan M.iseum of Art arrl the showing of Qii rese 
archeological treasures in San Frarcisco an:i Kansas City. 
.. 
The Conmittee received testiroey from the Chairman 
of the Endowment which included specific examples of the 
benefits of Federal support: 
-<:~: mnge of di<.ct, lmmodiate benefidad'8 cove" (fo< oxamp!•) the Junlo< 
college teacher who receives a summer stipend for individual study of American 
.Judian culture; the se'feral scholars who are preparing an historical atlas of 
· tile United States; a group of college faculty who are integrating ethical studies 
into their engint>ering and pre-med curricula; a team of i;cbolars and editor$ 
designing· "Courses By Newspaper" on critical public issues; and a ,museum . 
exhibition or a tele"rision film program. · 
In all these cases, however, the imuiediate grantees have receh·ed NEH 
funds because their work will serve ultimately hundreds, even millions, of 
. Americans~ the junior college teacher's knowledge of .American Indian culture 
will benefit hundre<ls of students during his or her teaching career; the historical · 
atlas will be used by hundreds of other scholars and in thousands of classrooms 
and libraries, enriching education and the future acquisition of knowledge; the . 
rei'fsed college curriculum will be emulated by other institutions and help train 
thousands of ·young people for professional work of broad effect among the 
general population; Courses By Newspaper will appear in hundreds of cit,'f 
newspapers and be read by millions ; and the museum and television projects 
wlll be viewed by oilier millions in small towns as well as major urban are11s. 
In addition, the effects of one small grant can be spread out ornr different 
time periods and felt by ever larger numbers of people at each stage. Thus, for 
example, a Youthgrant of $2,910 to an 18-year-old youth in Southern Ne"rada 
helped her organize a local history project which directly involved 35 4-H. · 
clul> members, resulting in four television presentations and an historical exhibit, 
at the Ne'fada State Fair, which- helped thousands -Of people gain a greater 
understanding of the development of their state ..... · · · . . 
Given this mix of program purposes and immediate and long-term audiences, 
it is not possible to quantify for any year what a particular budget authority 
level produces in "number of individuals· served." Jlut facts and conservative 
estimates yield this picture of the reach of NEH programs in the present fiscal . 
year. They will support the work of· 180 individual humanist scholars, for re- · 
· search, fellowships, a.nd youth-grants. They will fund: educational development . · 
In 200 schools, colleges, ·and universities. They wm assist 250 research collec-
tions, museums, libraries and other humanities-related institutions. They will 
support 2,250 projects developed in all 50 states through re-grants of the state-
based programs, invoking 12,400 humanists and reaching a.n adult audience of 
21 million. And they will reach 23 million people through national and regional · 
television and radio programs ; 18 million through Courses By Newspaper; and 
a further multi-million audience--surely the largest audience ever engaged in 
a nation-wide program-through the American Issues Forum ·and .Bicentennial 
Youth Debate. · · ·. . 
These are not just statistics. Some are grant recipients pushing back the 
frontiers of scholarship, ·1e11rning to become better teachers, or organizing ·and 
presenting humanistic knowledge for academic or general use. Many are active 
·participants in community discourse addressed to life's difficult decisions; many . 
more are seeking out those few hours or pages in which the media have begun 
to ~xplore th• idm •nd tro<ko of hi•tory'• ""''" mind•1 
@14 
~ile such examp~es illustrate the potential of Federal support 
for the p;umanities to affect large numbers of P•I g our citizens 
the Co:rnmJ.tt~e. W?Jlts ~ see. greater emphasis in the future on the 1 
type of activities which wil~ make the values inherent in the humanities 
better understood and appreciated by our people 0 
;' 
~JI) 15" 
State Humanities Programs 
For the first time siree enactJJEnt of the Arts and Humanities 
legislation in 1965, there is specific la!f;uage included for a State 
Humanities prpgram •. In the past the Committee has urged the Humanities 
Endowment to· formulate such a program. In 1975 the Endowment reported 
that there were State programs in all 50 States. Accordingly, So 1800 
introduced by the 01.airl!Bn of the Subconmi ttee, Se mtor Pell and co-sponsored 
by Senator Javits, contained a legislative provision aimed at giving· 
legislative authority to these programs, arrl at giving the States 
thmnselves the opportunity to develop their own programs in answer to 
their own desires and needs • 
The Committee points out that the State program for the 
Humanities is presently conducted through committees in each State and that 
1~ 1 f 1 o.\h...~ the leadership of these committees emenateal.through appointment from ·~r Wasbington arrl the Humanities EndowJJEnt, rather than emenating from 
; ll the States themselves. In turn, the conmittee leaders an:i chairmen !l'le.r-e.. ~~ -t~•.~.a~ responsible for the sel~ction of comnittee members. 
. ({;t(\4'1f\ ~· r In contrast, from . outset in 1966, the States. arts program 
has emenated from the States, with chairmen and. members of State arts 
councils appointed by the Govermrs of the States involved. 
State Humanities committees conduct programs in ac cordaree with 
specific themes related to particular subject areas in a· given year 0 
- In contrast, State arts programs are not restricted to such themes am 
thus ·l!rama are responsive to a wide variety of application each year 0 
The Committee rwcognizes tilll;Ek the rneritorious quality of 
4-1~ ~•r.L 
/(~ 
State Humanities programs, as well as the caliber of leadership involved 0 
However, it believes tpat the States thmnselves should have the 
determini~ voice in the developrnent of State programs. 
-. 
·. 
Therefore.)the bill provides for any State to exercise its own 
p~"yo.rn, 
will detennining the best structure for its State €eH11ijt.tee One 
option is a phase-in of State leadership through (1) gubernatorial 
approval of the State plan in cases where State coITUTlittees continue 
to function; (2) after a three year period dating from enactment of 
the legislation, a majority of committee members will be gubernatorially 
;k -f-o..Jc' r.'j,' &<-
appointed; and (3) ta.l;e..other steps to assure broadly representative 
/\. 
membership and public participation in Committee activities. 
The legislation also provides a second option of Federal funding by 
the Endowment of an existing State agency which combines the administra-
tion of State programs in the Arts and Ht.nnanities within one entity. 
Thirdly, the bill also allows States to designate an existing Committee 
for the Humanities, provided that (1) the State has established an appro-
priate procedure for dealing with legitimate grievances of its citizens 
regarding the activities or plans of the State Committee; and (2) take 
other steps to assure broadly representative membership pnd public par-
ticipation in CoITUTlittee activities. 
For each of these three options, a single agency or committee must be 
designated as the sole State entity for support by the National Endowment 
for the Htnnanities under this Act, and the entity must be designated in 
accordance with State law. 
-, 
The Committee looks forward to increased grass roots •11 :i= 
impact of the Humanities program. It remembers that in the early days,, 
when the enabling legislation was under consideration, the humanities 
community provided the inspiration arrl national impact which were 
primarily responsible for bringing the overall legislation into realityo 
The Committee notes the substantial national impact of 
the activities of the Arts Endowment since enactment of the enabling 
legislation -- in the increasing value of the State arts programs,, 
in the related growth of municipal support 1 as well as in the dramatic 
growth of comnunity arts councils from less than 100 to IOOre than 
l,ooo in ten years o 
The Committee believes that the legislation it is 
reporting will help make.._ possible a strengthening of 
;'umanities activities, both at the State an::i community level 
arrl with respect to the imovative Bicentennial era challenge 
program for the Humanities Endowment described below in this reporto 
American Film Institute (AFI) 
The Committee wishes to note the accomplishments 
and growth of the American Film Institute over the past 
three years. In particular, the Committee applauds the 
success of the Institute in generating a broader base of 
non-federal support. The Institute has more than doubled 
this support since 1973, as the table below demonstrates. 
Current estimates indicate an additional 28 per cent 
increase, from $1,861,360 in 1975 to $2,370,375 in 1976. 
In contrast, support from the National Endowment for the 
Arts has increased by 17 per cent -- from $1,100,000 in 
1975 to $1,290,000 in 1976. The figures show that the 
-Institute has achieved a hetter than dollar for dollar match, 
with respect to federal assistance. 
i J . .. . . . • • 
, , . Analysis o.f growth of American Film 1nstitute 8elf-generated rnvcnue 
AFI self-generated revenue: 
· Fiscal year : . : . . . . . 
. · ~~~ ::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=======~======= l~~!J~g 
. 1976 _______ , _____________________________________ .:. __ :._ ___ 1 2, 370, 375 
NEA general grant: · · · , · · 
. Fiscal year : · . · · 
. 1973 __________________ :_ ____ · __ _. ___ _. ___ .:._________________ 1, 100, 000 
·1974 ________________________________________ _. __________ 1,100,000 
1975 -------------------------------------------~------- 1,100,000 




Accomplishments of the Institute, as reported by its 
Director George Stevens Jr. at the hearings, include: 
fT ppk~hJle preservation of more than 12,500 motion pictures through 
__,~ its collection at the Library of Congress, an ongoing 
program directed at ensuring the safety of a large 
portion of America's film heritage; 
+y.lthe compilation of the AFI catalogue, a partially 
_r 1~JL'' completed, projected 19-volume series which will 
document every feature film produc~d in the United 
States since 1893; 
training and education in filmmaking at the Institute's 
Center for advanced Film Studies in Beverly Hills, 
California, in which more than 1000 young professionals 
participated in the past year; 
special internships for aspiring film directors to 
work with established professionals; 
a pilot training program designed to aid women already 
working in motion pictures to gain the experience needed 
to achieve positions as film directors; 
the Independent Filmmaker Grants program which has pro-
vided support to over 150 filmmakers since 1968: 
the operation of the AFI Theatre in the John F. Kennedy 
Center for the Performing Arts as a gallery of film 
showing over 600 motion pictures a year, and offering 
an outreach program of assistance to regional theatres 
in exhibiting special film programs. 
Committee Oversight 
During the past year the Subcommittee on Arts and 
Humanities carefully reviewed the relationship between 
the Endowment and the Institute. The Institute is unique 
in its having been established by the Endowment in 1967 
in order to improve quality in the major art forms of 
film and television. The Institute 1 s mission is both 
educational and archival. From the beginning, it was 
clearly recognized that the success of AFI would depend 
on a combination of federal and non-federal funding, with 
emphasis on developing broad cooperative support. The 
Subcommittee urged the establishment of procedures which 
would maximize the development of such support, including 
procedures which would afford maximum opportunity for the 
appropriate growth of the Institute and its significant 
endeavors with Endowment assistance. 
Accordingly, the Committee is gratified by the letter, 
whose text is printed below, addressed to the Chairman of 
the Subcommittee, with an identical letter going to the 
Chairman of the Subcommittee in the House of Representatives. 
--
NA TIO NA L ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS, 
Washington, D.C., February 27, 1976 
Hon. CIAIBORNE PELL 
Chairman, Special Subcommittee on Arts and Humanities, U.S. 
Senate, Washington, D.C. 
DEAR 'MR. CHAIRMAN: This letter conveys our recognition of the 
significant progress that the American Film Institute has made in 
advancing the art of film, and informs you of our current plans, 
which we are confident will result in an effective relationship 
between our agencies to advance mutual goals. 
Both the Institute and the Endowment are pleased with the 
results of the Instituters growth over the last eight years 
and with the Endowment's contributions to its purposes. We 
both believe that the Institute has an important role to play 
in encouraging American film and television. At the same time 
we both recognize the magnitude of the job to be done and the 
many difficulties involved. We realize the benefit of our 
working closely together and also the great importance of 
our working cooperatively with others. 
-;_ 
~ 11) 
· '\Vith the support of Senator Pell and Congressman Brade!11as and 
their respective committees, we feel that the National Council on ~he 
Arts and the American Film Institute's Board of Trustees are assist-
ing us to move in the right direction. We, of course, need also to work 
in concert with the Appropriations committees in both houses, and 
believe we are doing so. · 
The issues faced bv the Endowment and the Institute are not simple, 
but we will try to state them simply. · .. 
The American Film Institute has a leadership and catalytic role 
to play in the development of film and television in this country. The 
Endowment recognizes this role and is committed to work with the 
Institute in fulfilling it. 
To achieve its purposes, the Institute requires a long-range plan 
of stable funding. This will provide it with the opportunity to develop 
long-range programs and. services. The Institute needs a continuity 
and dependability of support, both government and private. The In-
stitute has done remarkably well in developing a broader base of 
support in recent years, and the National Council on the Arts is both 
l)leased and anxious to encourage this progress. . 
The Endowment and the Institute need to improve and strengthen 
their joint ,planning_ capacities and to develop a more efficient and 
effective review process for the Institute's grant and contracts. . . · · 
.. To address these issues, "·e. have, on the. recommendation of the 
N atiorn11 Council on the Arts and after extensive consultation among 
our respective staffs and with the Institute's Board of Trustees, de-
veloped the following procedures:. · · 
(1) An advance funding plan whereby" the Institute will ·develop a 
five~year planning budget and program; · · ·· 
.· (2) An advance commitment plan whereby the Endowment will act 
on the Institute's animal budget application nine months prior to the 
beginning of the Institute's fiscal year; . · · · . 
· (3) As part 'of a restructuring of the Endowment's Public Media 
advisory 'system,· a General Programs subpanel is being established, 
composed of leading professionals in the film and television fields. This 
subpanel will review all the Institute's applications for new and ex-
panded programs ·and contracts annuallv, and will review ongoing 
Institute programE in three-year cycles; • . , , . . · . . · ... 
- •(4) A project ma:haget has been appointed to administer the En~ 
dowment's responsibi.lities with the Institute. and to. coo.rdinate the 
work of .the sub panel,. and . .. . , : • , . . . , . . . 
. (5) • In addition, the; En?-owm~nt and the :Institute ai·e exploring 
other procedural changes, mcludmg alternative ways to incorporate 
wulti-year gra.nts and contracts in the application and review_ process. 
\Ve both be~ieve tha~ when the proce~ures already agreed upon and 
those now bemg considered are fully m1plemented, the issues men-
tioned a?ove will to a great measure have been successfully addressed, 
Smcerely yours, .. . , · . . . 
. . '. .· NANCY IL<\NKS, . 
·· · . Chairman, National Endowment for the Arts. 
Enclosure. 
GEORGE STEVENS, Jr., 
Director, Arnerican Film Institute. 
. ' 
MUSEUM SERVICES 
Title II proVides for the establishment of an 
Institute· for the improvement of Museum Services to 
support our nation's mueeums, '~:xil!IZ.tJm especially 
in the areas involved with administrative costs where museum 
leaders report most urgent needs 0 
.-.,... ..... 
P-ackgrourd 
Over the past four years the Subcomnittee on Arts and Humanities 
has ooe n studying the increasingly significant role of museu.'Tls in 
A:nerican lifeo In 1973 the Sul:comnittee con:l.ucted extensive hearings 
on the subject, the most extensive ever held in the Senate, ani in 
1972, 1974 and 1975 the Select Subcomnittee on Education of the House 
corrlucted additional hearirgs in Washington, D. c., Chicago, Los 
Argeles, San Fran::isoo, Boston, Fort Worth, Brooklyn arrl New York City. 
Changing Role of Museums 
The testimo.qr presented to the Senate from all areas of the 
country clearly iniicated that the pressures, both of increasing 
population ar:rl the growing interest of Americans at all ecommic levels 
in seeir:g works of art, historic objects and scientific collections in 
our ration's museum; have created critical problems for museums in meeting 
the risirg costs of their services. These services are increasingly in 
demarxl. Atterrlaroe at museums has risen sharply in re rent years. Current 
an= estimates of in:lividual visits to museums now approximate ore billion 
visits on an anrmal basis - a five-fold in::rease from ten years ago. 
Undersooring the vital role museums are playing, a 1974 
· Louis Harris poll in:licated that 90 per rent of the puhlic consider 
n:useums a significant resource for the whole conmunity. 
Museums have n:oved into corrmuni. ties r:im new ways arrl 
are seeld.ng to bri.ld new audie mes o "Museums U .S oA •11 a major survey 
con:iucted UJ the National En:iowment for the Arts, showed that 31 per cent 
of our museums had developed programs to attract senior citizens, 
arrl 27 per cent were makil\S special efforts to meet the needs of the 
ecomrnically di~advantaged. 
-;_ 
Annual operating expenses of the 1,821 museums surveyed 
totaled $478,912,000. And two thirds of these museums 
reported that their current budgets did not enable them to 
provide adequate services to the communities they serve. 
These same museums reported that an average increase of 45 
per cent in their annual budgets within a three year span 
would be required to enable them adequately to serve their 
constituencies. Based on these findings it is apparent 
that the needs for these museums are approximately $145 
million within the above time frame. It must be remembered 
that this survey was completed in 1973 and that since that 
time museum needs, far from diminishing, have continued to 
increase. It must also be remembered that this survey, 
while the most comprehensive of its kind yet undertaken in 
the United States, represents only a portion of our nation's 
museums, estimated to number close to 5,000. 
In view of these considerations, the Committee believes 
that the authorized amounts contained in the legislation are 
modest. The Committee also believes that the implementation 
of this program, which has been before the Congress for a number 
of years, is overdue. It addresses needs, especially in 
the operating and administrative cost areas, which are not 
being met today. Museum leaders repeatedly testified that 
these considerations are of highest priority. 
The NEA survey showed that more Americans visit science 
museums and history museums than museums devoted to art. 
Of the total number of visits made to museums, the study 
recorded that 38 percent were to science museums, 24 
percent were to museums of history and 14 percent to art 
museums. 
The Committee highly commends the efforts of both 
Endowments over the past few years in assisting museums with 
grants for "special projects" such as exhibitions, training 
and fellowships for museum professionals, renovation of 
buildings for improved security and climate control, purchase 
of objects and artifacts and conservation of collection~ 
and with the passage of this legislation expects that 
there will be no lessening of the financial assistance and effort 
of the Endowments to extend this important support.to 
museums. Most of their concern has been for museums of history 
and art and limited to "special projects." The proposal 
contained in this legislation would support a broader purpose. 
Assistance would concentrate on operating and on-going 
programs as opposed to "special projects." In addition, 
support would be available to all types of museums of science 
and technology for which assistance at the present time is 
relatively small. 
A 'I 
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The Committee took particular c ncern as to the 
appropriate location within the Ex cutive Branch of the 
new Museums Institute. While the original bill suggested 
location within the Department of Health, Education, and 
Welfare (HEW), the Committee on 
several grounds: 
(1) HEW has relatively little dealings with existing 
museums. 
(2) HEW officials had testified against the estab-
lishment of a museum program or a Museum Institute, 
either within their Department or elsewhere within 
the Federal Government. 
(3) Experience at HEW with the similar programs 
to advance libraries has been unfortunate. Museums 
are more like libraries than any other existing HEW 
activity. Library program units in HEW have undergone 
several administratively directed reorganizations prior 
to a direct Congressional mandate to establish an 
Office of Library Programs. The prior history of 
impoundments, the current situation of zero budget 
request as well as rescission requests, and the 
designation of libraries by HEW officials as a "low 
priority program" of this Administration -- illustrate 
the possibility of an inhospitable environment for a-
similar new program to advance museums. 
( 4) The national visibility of the new 
Institute 
location among the many bureaus within the Education 
Division or another location which the Secretary 
might determine. 
The desirability of close coordination with the principal 
Government agencies currently funding museum related activities, 
-rn.e, 
National Endowment for the Arts and the National Endowment 
,A 
for the Humanitie,was a major advantage. However, the 
Committee did not wish to locate the Institute wholly within 
either Endowment, because both currently undertake museum 
related activities. Other units of the Federal Government 
also relate to museums, although none in the same ways as 
authorized for the Institute, and none as directly as 
the Endowments. 
The primary identity of the national cultural community 
with the Federal Government is with the National Foundation 
for the Arts and Humanities and its components. The 
prevention of unnecessary duplication by creating as 
the Board an "interlocking directorate" of existing NCA 
and NCH members appeared to the Committee to be an ideal 
solution for this organizational location question. The 
expertise of both Councils and their Chairmen can thus 
be brought to the policy considerations of the Board of 
the Institute. •\ 
Administration of the Institute 
The Committee envisioned that within the National 
Foundation for the Arts and Humanities there will be a 
third entity, the Museum Institute, which can share the 
administrative services, which are now shared by NEH and 
NEA. These resources would have to be adequately expanded 
to carry out the additional responsibilities of servicing 
the new Institute. While the Director of the Institute 
shall need to appoint appropriate experts and specialists 
to properly administer the museum program, he would 
benefit from the overlapping membership on the Institute +rot'"'l. . 
Board of NCA and NCH members, as well as/\use of the panel 
mechanism which has been used so successfully by both 
Endowments. The Committee envisions that, where appropriate, 
NEH and NEA panels will work cooperatively with the 
Institute and any panels the Institute deems necessary to 
create for its particular purposes. Regarding requests to 
the Congress for funding, the Committee anticipates that 
the Chairman of the Federal Council on the Arts and the 
Humanities shall, as a part of his regular duties, take 
such steps as necessary to see that requests are made to 
the Congress for funds for both programs and administrative 
activities of the Institute. 
-.. 
--17. / /, / CHALLENGE GRANT PROGRAM 
I h_p_ 0 1.S a-rlt::JJ'l,. ~ 
J1B1. lO-W.38 a:; ~mang~ authorizes the Chairman of the 
National Endowment for the Arts a.nd tho Wat2.oi;ae11 F111J1 11111rnent::: ~--he- p1mppj tj as~ a program of challenge 
grants to cultural institutions in great need. 
The grants, which may be in the form of contracts and 
grants-in-aid to public agencies and private non-profit 
organizations, are intended for the following purposes: 
(1) To enable cultural institutions to raise their levels 
of financial support; (2) To provide for the improvement 
of the administration and management of cultural institu-
tions; (3) To aid cultural organizations in increasing 
audience participation in, and appreciation of, their various 
programs; (4) To stimulate greater cooperation among cultural 
organizations; and (5) To foster greater citizen involvement 
in planning the cultural development of a community. 
The program would provide that every Federal dollar expended 
under the challenge grant program must be matched by three 
. ' 
non-Federal dollars. 
The Committee by inclusion of this new provision 
recognizes the necessity of broadening the range and 
enlarging the number of sources of financial support 
for cultural institutions of quality. In addition, it 
is important to increase the levels of support, thus 
creating a more effective private-public sector partner-
ship in cultural activities. Challenge grants provide 
an effective means for achieving these goals through 
more widespread sharing of responsibility for the ' 
financial support of cultural activities in communities 
throughout the country. 
The Committee believes that one of the most important 
features of the challenge grant program is the encourage-
ment of recipients to improve and integrate their program, 
audience, and financial development planning. This is 
essential if they are soundly to build new and continuing 
sources of support and a more stable pattern of future 
operations and growth. 
The Endowments' expenditures in their first decade 
have been a significant catalyst to generating new and 
increased funding as well as maintaining ongoing support 
from other public and private sources. Indeed, the 
ability of cultural organizations to generate matching 
funds for Endowment grants has been a welcome sign of 
those organizations' effectiveness and the public's 
growing appreciation of the importance of the arts. 
Rather than dominating, Federal funds have been a way 
to help insure the pluralism of support essential to 
the vitality of cultural pursuits. This pluralism 
grows ever more important as the number of cultural 
institutions increases and participation in thfs'2-
activities extends more widely among our citizens. 
The Committee commends the Arts Endowment for the 
initiatives it has taken to make the federal investment 
serve its maximum purpose in stimulating non-federal 
support, and believes that the new challenge program 
will provide the Endowment with a much needed opportunity 
to address not only on-going needs but to develop new 
sources of future funding for the arts. In this regard 
the Committee also commends the Endowment for plans it 
is developing to encourage added corporate support. 
Te~) tirnony 8.t 
with its experien(~e and rf:::scur:es of knowledge and expert 
opinit.Jn, :Ls considered a must appropriate ageri<::~" tc initiate 
on the basis set forth in this title activities which will 
focus on exemplary demonstration projects of value tu 
ed u._:a t ion both now and in the future. 
It is the understanding cf the Committee that 
such projects would relate to instructional activities 
and purposes. It L: the "intent of th·; Comm:L ttee) in 
accord with the traditional concepts of the legislation, 
that activities undertaken under this title wculd net 
displace or supplant professional art programs. 
The Col1tl!ittee emphasizes the desirability of cooperative 
programs, as authorized by section 404 (b), with the Humanities 
Eniowment, the John F. Kemedy Cerrt.er for the Performing .Arts 
and the Office of F.ducationo 
American Bicentennial Photography and Film Project 
This project was inspired by the memorable and invaluable 
work produced by Farm Security Administration photographers 
who documented for posterity the era of the 1930's. The 
purpose of the project is to stimulate production of a 
similar body of work which will provide a lasting documen-
tation of the communities and people of the United States 
in the Bicentennial era. 
The bill authorizesj"tate arts agencies to apply to the 
National Endowment for the Arts for support of one or more 
photography or film projects. The Endowment is directed to 
give priority to consideration for projects which involve 
unemployed or underemployed photographers and film makers. 
The Committee received testimony pointing to the need 
for a photographic record of high quality to properly 
capture the Nation at its second century milestone. Thus, 
only the most promising, experienced and skillful artist 
among those unemployed or underemployed should be given 
priority under Section 523(a)(2). The Committee wishes 
to assure that highly qualified photographers are employed 
to undertake this effort, so that the resulting collection 
of film and photography reflects the best artistry of our 
times~LThe Endowment is also authorized to provide for . 
the collection and dissemination of the work. The Committee 
would encourage the Endowment and state arts agencies to 
make the films and photographs produced available to ~ 
the greatest possible number of American citizens, whether 
•, 
their interest is personal or professional. 
The Committee bill authorizes states to use some of 
the funds received for nacquiring essential equipment 
and supplies, and for administrative or supervisory 
personnel" and other functions. The Committee wishes 
to emphasize that such funds are to be used only to pay 
for the services of administrative or supervisory personnel 
directly involved in carrying out the Bicentennial Photog-
raphy and Film Projects. In addition, the Committee wants 
to emphasize that it does not expect that significant 
investments would be made by ftate agencies in equipment 
under this program. Purchases of equipment should be 
undertaken only if they are considered to be essential to the 
implementation of a particularly promising project which 
would not be carried out without such purchases. 
The Committee wishes to note that while there is no 
mandatory requirement for matching funds for this program, 
the Endowment does have the authority to require matching in 
all appropriate cases. 
A ~~ n"\ e.~• o "'-
Program ~i:nt'o1 ecnEim 
The Committee wishes to n:>te that percentage funding 
procedures, with the exception of State arts and humanities programs 
where such procedures were earlier initiated arrl cover the broad 
range of arts arrl humanities activities, are not included in this 
legislationo 
Many witnesses arrl supporters of the Arts arrl Humanities 
Errlowments have cautioned against "line items" in funding these 
cultural areas o The Conmi ttee has taken cognizance of these 
arguments o It places great importance on the ability of the 
two national advisory Councils to determine priorities for 
both the arts arrl . the hurnani ties. However, the Committee wishes 
to distinguish clearly between so-called line items ani the 
principle of program reinforcement through which the Congress 
may set certain broad goals ani establish, within the general 
framework of the Act, specific opportunity for new initiativeso 
By adhering to this principle, the Conmittee believes 
it has. strengthened the potentials of the two Errlowments to 
fulfill their missions. 
:i6) 
:&,n-Intervention 
In this tenth anniversary report on the activities and 
needs of the Endowments, the Comnittee wishes to reemphasize 
Section 4 (c) of the enabling legislation enacted in 19650 
That subsection states: "In the administration of this 
Act IX> department, agerr.y, officer or employee of the United 
States shall exercise a:qy direction, supervision, or control 
over the policy determination, personnel, or curriculum, or the 
administration or operation of acy sdlool or other non-federal ~ 
agemy, institution, organization, or associationo:--------~ 
The Comnittee believes that the concepts (inherent in b (;(./JI(....? l/,e. 
or1tl1~F 
this subsection are of fundamental value to the growth and u- -
development of the arts and humanities in a free societ:,, 
aM~ hdl-~ !h% ~ ,_v,,/f 




In pursuir.g a:qy international activities, the Endowments 
are expected by the Comnittee to consult arrl cooperate 
closely with the Department of State, so that such activities 
may be corrlucted in a manner consistent wit~ the foreign 
policy objectives of the United States. If negotiation 
with foreign countries or age mies thereof becomes necessary, 
the Conmittee believes that such IEgotiation should be 
co rrlucted by the Departm:lnt of State in close consultation 
with the Chairman of the Emowm:lnt concerIEdo 
-, 
'• 
'f.lmlb The Handicapped 
Handicapped individuals have _the right to participate and benefit 
in the arts and humanities. Gifted and talented handicapped individuals 
have not had access to open competition in developing and marketing 
their talents. Study grants and subsidies should be open to promising 
and talented handicapped performers and fine artists to assist them in 
the pursuit of their talent. A special emphasis should be rra de with 
respect to grants to individual performers and performing groups of 
handicapped individuals. 
jt:f. 
Access to the arts is still severely restricted to many handicapped 
individuals because of architectural and communication barriers which 
have not been overcome or removed completely from museums, concert 
halls, and other places where the arts are performed. Tokenism has been 
the answer to some degree in that some facilities have made some 
arrangements for wheelchair use. All handicapped individuals should 
have open access to the arts free of communication, transportation and 
architectural barriers. 
The Committee recommends that the National Council on the Arts should 
undertake projects and programs which provide opportunities for talented 
and gifted handicapped Americans. 
Uniformity of Appointment of Members of the 
National Council on the Arts 
The Committee notes that since the expansion of the 
National Council on the Arts from 24 to 26 members in 1965, the 
appointment of two members of the Council is not in conformi. ty 
with the appointment of the other twenty-four members as those 
terms expire (one-third of the members of the Council ·every 
two years). The Conmittee recorrrnends that con.,cideration be given 
to appointive procedures which would enable every two years the 
new 
appointment of the follmti.ng number of /members: _B, 8 and lOo 
. The Cozmd.ttee believes that such a procedure would add to the 
efficie rr.y and cohesiveness of the Council 0 
. ' 
Advisory Panels 
As in the past, the Comnittee underscores the importance 
of advisory panels to the work of the Endowrrents. Such panels 
significantly serve to broaden the scope of expert knowledge and 
counsel which the Endowm:mts receive from the private col'IJllunity 
in keeping with one of the guiding principles of the legislationo 
Because of the importame of these panels, the ColllTli ttee urges 
the broadest possible representation of viewpoint on each panel, 50 
/that all styles and forms of expression which involve quality 
in the arts arrl humanities may be equably treatedo 
The ColllTlittee recognizes the sensitivity of the work of 
these panels and the need for confidentiality 1 to the extent allowed 
by law, iRrrmattz:zrtt ? ·1 J in order to protect the rights of applicants 
arrl the proper furetioning of the panels themselveso The Conmittee 
also recognizes that the public has the right within the law for 
all appropriate information on the work of the Errlowrents 0 In this 
regard, the Comnittee notes favooably the balance the En:iowments 
have struck between, on the one ham, the interest of the agencies 
in obtaining ca:rxlid expert advice arrl, on the other, the interest 
of the gereral public in being properly informed as to Endowment. 
activities. The Comnittee believes that this balance is needed to 
maintain the professionalism arrl dedication to service so essential 
to the work of the panelso 
L/I 
cosr ESIIMATE 
In compliance with 
the Committee estimates the following costs will be incurred in carrying out the provisions 
of this legislationo 
Title I 
Endowment for the Arts 




Arts CD.allenge Grant 
Program 
Title IV 
Arts Education Program 
Title V 
Humanities Challenge Grant 
Program -- Part A 
Pho to and Film Project 
Part B 























































With regard to the fuming of the aoove titles 1 such sums as are necessary are authorized 
for the fiscal years 1979 and 1980. It would be the Comnittee•s expectation that moneys available 
in these two fiscal years would be no less than the amounts appropriated for fiscal year 19780 
The Comnittee also wishes to note that the total. sums authorized for fiscal 1977 ($250 million) 
is $2 million less than the total authorized ($252 million) for Arts and Humanities in the current 
fiscal yearo · 
Tfi 
+ ., 
l ' ~ ,: 
roll:all votes in ~Gmmitt~e: 
~;tate:::; under tlie State Hunnnities program. This 
option allows for th,,; s upy_·crt cf ex is U ~1g State 
Humani_tj es Committer:;r_; ~ prcvided tlla t they ef.:J tablish 
aprropriate grievance procedures to answer ccmplaints 
and comply with other criteria includi~g broad repre-
sentation of membership and acccuntability and provided 
that such a procedure is in accorda~ce with the laws 











Senator Nelson. (by proxy) 
Senator Mondale (by proxy) 
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A~. RIVLIN 
DIRECTOR 
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES 
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 
May 13, 1976 
The Honorable Harrison A. Williams, Jr. 
Chairman, Committee on Labor 
and Public Welfare 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 
Dear Mr. Chairman: 
Pursuant to Section 403 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, 
the Congressional Budget Office has prepared the attached cost estimate 
for the Arts, Humanities, and Cultural Affairs Act of 1976. 
Should the Committee so desire, we would be pleased to provide 
further details on the attached cost estimate. 
Attachment 
--- --------·---- -- ~·--·- --
Sincerely, 
c_o_ ,:_,__ 1'--~ 
Alice M. Rivlin 
Director 
-- --·-----·----~---- ------- ---~ - - -
.. -·· ·-··-·-·-··--
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE 
COST ESTIMATE . 
1. BILL NUMBER: Not Yet A~sigriPd 
2. BILL TITLE: Arts, Humanities, and Cultural Affairs Act of 1976 
3. PURPOSES OF BILL: (1) Amend and extend the National Foundation on 
the Arts and Humanities Act of 1965; (2) Provide for the improvement 
of museum services; (3) Provide for cultural challenge programs, 
an arts education program, and an American Bicentennial Photographic 
and Film Project; and for other purposes. ~r 
. ~-
4. COST ESTIM!\TE: ($ in millions) 














~ S. BASIS FOR ESTIMATE: This estimate is based on the authorization 
levels, where stated in the bill, legislative intent where the 
authorization is "such sums as-niay be necessary", and National 
Foundation on the Arts and Humanities projections of outlays . 
. 
For FY 79-80, where such sums as may be necessary have been autho-
rized, the legislative intent is that at least $300 million be 
authorized during that period, Outlays for all the authorizations 
are estimated to be spent out at 60 percent the first year, 30 
percent the second year, and 10 percent during the third year. 




·vear Levels FY 77 FY 78 FY 79 FY 80 FY 81 FY 82 
77 250 150 75 25 
78 300 180 90 30 
79 300 (est.) 180 90 30 
80 300 (est.) 180 90 30 
81 T5IT 255 295 300 T20 30 
82 
-1 
--- ----- ----- - ---- -------- -
- ~------ -------.- --- --- -
--........... 
Page 2 
6. ESTIMATE COMPARISON: Not Applicable. 
7. PREVIOUS CBO ESTIMATE: Not Applicable. 
8. ESTIMATE PREPARED BY: Robert F. Black (225-4972) 
9. ESTIMATE APPROVED BY: . ~ / / 
. I :.. ·-;·· C &w<--
c...._. James L. Bl um 
v Assistant Director 
for Budget Analysis 
